
 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. celebration B. custom  C. culture  D. carnival 

2. A. passenger B. parade  C. accident  D. traffic 

3. A. vehicle  B. newsagent  C. money  D. enjoy 

4. A. spend  B. lend   C. heavy  D. clothes 

5. A. finger-painting B. field-trip  C. microscope  D. literature 

II. Choose A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

6. My grandmother is going to __________ bánh chưng tomorrow. That’s her favourite dish. 

A. make  B. do   C. plan   D. go 

7. I’m saving my lucky money. I put it in a __________.  

A. pig bank  B. piggy bank  C. pig money  D. piggy money 

8. Minh will take part in the competition _________ he finishes his projects.  

A. during  B. before   C. after  D. by  

9. Mia is going to join our school’s __________. She loves taking pictures very much. 

A. maths club  B. football club C. physics club D. photography club 

10. Passengers must follow __________ when they are on the plane. 

A. safe standards B. safety  C. safety standards D. safe plans 

11. __________ the shop is small, it is always crowded with tourists. 

A. Despite  B. In spite of  C. Although  D. However 

12. I am hungry. I __________ order a pizza tonight. 

A. going to  B. am going to  C. going  D. go to 

13. Mike is tired. __________, he is trying to finish his assignments. 

A. Although  B. Because  C. However  D. While 

14. Hoi An Night market is __________ Dong Xuan market. 

A. different as B. different than C. different  D. different from 

15. You __________ late for class. Everybody is waiting! 

A. must not be B. will not be  C. not being  D. are not being 

III. Put the words in brackets in the correct form. 

16. During the carnival, people __________ the streets with colorful flowers. (DECORATION)  

17. The students are __________ to go to the biology lab. (EXCITE) 

18. Marcus thinks joining the music club is __________. (FASCINATE) 

19. Travelling by car is too __________. We prefer going by motorbike. (EXPENSE)  
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20. It is customary to dance in the __________. (FESTIVE) 

IV. Read the following article and choose the best option A, B, C or D for each question.  

Driving electric cars has several advantages and disadvantages. Electric cars cause fewer emissions. They also 

provide personal space for drivers to relax when they feel exhausted on the road. Some think electric cars do 

not have any disadvantages. But the truth is different. Firstly, the cost is not as reasonable as traditional cars. 

Drivers need to spend a lot of money on electricity, so the car can work. Secondly, on occasions like field 

trips, drivers cannot travel far  distances because batteries of electric cars only last for 100-160 kilometers. 

There are also no or few electricity stations for drivers when car batteries die. This is not as convenient as 

traditional cars. Traditional car drivers can easily stop and buy gas from gas stations. Thirdly, it can be time-

consuming to generate electricity for cars each time drivers go out. It takes between 6 and 8 hours for the car 

to finish.  

21. Electric cars cause  ____.  

A. no damage to the environment    B. more damage to the environment  

C. less damage to the environment    D. the most damage to the environment    

22. Costs for electric cars are ____.  

A. as low  as traditional cars    B. as  high  as traditional cars 

C. less reasonable     D. too unreasonable  

23. Electric cars are not a good choice for long distance journeys because ____.  

A. electric car batteries are expensive  

B. there are no electricity stations for drivers 

C. electric car batteries can only travel over 100 kilometers.  

D. electric car batteries cannot travel over 160 kilometers.  

24. It can take  ____ to generate new electricity for a car. 

A. 7 hours  B. 9 hours   C. 5 hours   D. 2 hours  

25. This article mainly writes about ____.  

A. the advantages of electric cars 

B. the reasons why drivers should buy electric cars 

C. the advantages and disadvantages of electric cars 

D. the the comparison between electric cars and traditional cars 

V. Listen to the conversation and decide which statement is True (T), False (F), Not Given (NG). 

26. Princeton Secondary School now has 40 students in each class.  

27. Foreign languages and science are the main subjects at Princeton.  

28. Field trips in biology classes last for 2 days.  

29. 8th and 9th grade students have 9 lessons per day at Princeton.  

30. Ann thinks that there are too many lessons at Princeton.  

VI. Rearrange the given words to make complete sentences.   



 

 

31. Anne / equation / excellently / mathematics / during / solve / class. / her / many  

=> ________________________________________ 

32. You / go / anywhere / finish / until / cannot / you / doing / homework. / the 

=> ________________________________________ 

33. This / place / traditional / carnival / takes / in / Da Lat.  

=> ________________________________________  

34. Tourists / dress / traditional / can / costumes / in / up / and / fireworks. / enjoy  

=> ________________________________________ 

35. There / accident / a / when / was / people / parade. / the / started 

=> ________________________________________  

36. I / having / party / am / 9.00 p.m. / tomorrow. / a / at 

=> ________________________________________  

37. Let’s / bookshop / in / of / front / the / meet / 12:30. / at 

=> ________________________________________ 

VII. Complete the second sentence in a way that it is similar in meaning with the first one. Use the 

provided words in brackets.     

38. Traditional cars can travel long distances. Electric cars cannot. (IN CONTRAST) 

=> ________________________________________ 

39. Electric cars are safe. But they cost a lot of electricity. (HOWEVER) 

=> ________________________________________ 

40. Buses are good for the environment. Electric cars also cause few emissions. (SIMILARLY) 

=> ________________________________________ 

---------------------THE END--------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


